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About This Game

The Impossible VR Party Game. Compete with friends to a marathon of ridiculous challenges. Deceivingly simple and hilarious
for players and audiences that is sure to bring the room to its feet.

Who will go the furthest?

Compete in a kart race with your friends to achieve the furthest distance. But beware, in order to advance you will have to
overcome impossible challenges. Gameplay specifically designed for VR that puts players dexterity, intelligence and reflexes to

the test.

Features:

- 1-4 Players hot seat local multiplayer. Strap on to race for glory then sit back and watch your friends fail in agony.
- 10 ridiculous challenges, each having 5 difficulties and absurd varieties.

What we're working on:

- We will constantly be adding more insane challenges to the game.
- Online multiplayer mode.

- Seasonal championships. Immortalise your highscore and become a Legend with Seasonal Championship boards.

HTC Vive or Oculus with Oculus Touch controllers required to play the game.
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Title: Virtually Impossible
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Growl Interactive
Publisher:
Growl Interactive
Release Date: 13 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better.

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 2300 MB available space

Sound Card: N/A

Additional Notes: VR only.

English
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Bought it for a laugh, took me around 20 minutes to do. It is an educational game in a sense. I don't know why but it was slightly
enjoyable 20 minute experinece, it's a diffrent type of gameplay experience from the games that come out these days. In saying
that I am not sure if it is worth buying, it does fell diffrent to most games that have come out recently but is that a good thing?
Sometimes trying a diffrent approach to others can end up being bad in the end. You must also remember this is not NASA's
first attempt at trying to create an educational game. Their first project Moonbase Alpha was a free to play game and I'm
guessing it was a test to see the appeal of Space Simulation games. Due to the amount of downloads I assume their went ahead
with the Starlite game. What they have to remeber is Moonbase Alpha was free, Starlight is a paid game and they should have
considered that. Although Starlite does try diffrent things to moonbase. Even thought it is short every task is diffrent to the last
and that's nice considering how repetetive Moonbase Alpha was, so atleast they tried to change up the gameplay this time. I'm
on the fence about this, but I am going to reccomend it, as long as you know what you are paying for here.. First of all I enjoyed
the trilogy so far, and liked the whole story.
But this one has similar problems like the first two that I, still
want to speak about, because they made the whole
experience not as enjoyable as it could have been.
In short:
-They want your e-mail adress simply to save your game and
your save gets uploaded.
-You can't change your background-colour anymore, which
worked in the first two parts. (White strains the eyes far to much)
-Your stats are much more important in this part, which you
notice extremely if you don't have a save.
-Lacking context. You have to make decisions without being
given the full picture or while information gets withhold.
-No Rewind-function. Make a misstep and you can restart the
whole game. Unless you die then you can rewind.
-No characterbuilder if you don't have a save. A simple
Checklist would have been enough.

I still recommend this game while looking at the story but all
these things stood in the way of my reading and that
took a lot of fun out of the experience.
If you want to know more details about the problems, you
can read my reviews about the first two parts if you go
over my profile, because I have already written far too
much about these games.. Not the greatest shooter ever but for 1.64can it produces some fun for an hour.

 Control is responsive. Game does not hide it's nature. It is short but that's ok. What you see is what you get and i respect the
devs no Bs store page.. Ah, finally I game I can speak well of... was my initial thought. In look and tone, Superbrothers
embodies a lot of what I love about indie gaming - simple yet beautiful. Even on first impressions it wasn't perfect - not as deep
as Undertale, not as complex as The Witcher, nowhere near as difficult as Binding of Isaac. I began to get annoyed at forced
wait times for the moon cycles, but there are ways around it, inside the game and out. But I was enjoying myself... until near the
end of the game.

Before that though, I have my own personal complaints. This game was originally designed for the iPad, and this especially
shows in the game's combat. Fighting the handful of bosses/creatures relies on twitch reflexes, which is fine for touchscreens,
but is abominable with mouse controls, especially for laptop mice. I can't move the cursor to switch between attack and defense
quick enough unless I know in advance what attack they'll use and when - it's the same every time. I'd say the Trigon battles
would be near impossible if they didn't follow a pattern AND that you can use your sword and shield with the Z and X buttons,
respectively (I also don't recall that being explained at any point) Fortunately, you don't have to do this too much - once for each
of the three trigons and maybe two or three other occasions. This brings me back to the atrocious wait times that would make
freemium games facepalm. The lunar cycles can be manipulated easily enough through various means, but that isn't what I'm
getting at. I'm talking about the Trigon boss fights. Due to the facts that you can only carry a few healing items, you can't leave
the boss area once you enter it (not even dying will fix this), and the aforementioned terrible combat, you'll soon be stuck next
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to the boss with 1 star of health left, no mushrooms to heal yourself, and no way to leave to get more. I've been told that you can
get health back between boss phases by holding the shield button. There's two problems with that. One, at no point in game is
this explained until you actually say screw it and run headlong at the fight, and two, it only works for me when it feels like it. So,
in my current position as of writing this, to beat the last Trigon I'll have to either have insane reflexes normally reserved for
bullet hell shooters and not get hit once, find some way to make the shield heal thing work, or wait until the game resets me
back in the real world to start the entire process over. Joy.

This game is, in my opinion, more about doing the most it can with very little. References are made to popular games like Zelda
and Mario, and most of the speech uses modern colloquialisms, particularly social media lingo. Some might say that it's just
trying to trigger nostalgia, spread the word about the game, and add to its supposed quirky, self-aware pretentiousness. I would
have to half-agree there, however, I only casually use social media and nostalgia alone doesn't work with me. Personally, I think
the soundtrack and personality of the game are good, but it's not for everyone. I'd still take this over bland AAA title du jour any
day of the year.The combat is awful on PC (get the iPad version instead if you can), the wait times are up there with the mobile
moneysuckers it desperately wants to rub elbows with, and there is little worth going back for once you beat the story. However,
I've played much, much worse. Go for it if you want to support smaller indie devs, but if you do want this game, then maybe
wait for a sale - given how short the game is, $8-9 is kind of a bit much.. The monsters may as well be potatoes. They behave in
the same cadence but all have a slightly different tempo. If you're not braindead you'll take little to no damage. I think the
multiplayer instances are cool- but the problem is anyone can show up beat the quest take all the good item spawns and you're
left with nothing.

For a roguelike there is a HUGE lack of gear. I was hoping for a lot more item variety but unfortunately I've been hitting people
with the same club since the first area. I am starting to notice the difficulty ramping up slightly but the beginning game is so
slow it's nearly unbearable. I feel more like I'm playing a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 JRPG than a cutthroat
roguelike.

I like the game- it's a cool concept but it needs work. More gear, more monsters, and a higher difficulty curve would do wonders
for it. The first few areas there is 0 challenge. Womp defenseless bunnies and deer. Punch the occasional wolf to death.

15 bucks for this is high in it's current state. A more fair price would be 5 bucks. I only didn't take the refund so I could warn
people that Grimm: Dark Potato Farmer is not all it's cut out to be.. Car floats across the track with no differnece with handling
upgrades, still with practice its playable worth 50 cents for sure but overall its only a 50 cents game so dont expect much.. It
feels good when you move. It feels good when you hit the ball. It feels great when you get a point. This game is a great feeling
good time.. Just buy it. So different. Great experience. Not your father's bowling. Played for just 1\/2 hr and impressed how
different this is with some great environments. Only played local(single). Price is close to free.. A pretty little game with an
interesting visual concept merged with the gameplay: it\u2019s a rhythm game where the notes follow the circular shape of a
radar, like a submarine. Thus, the notes appear in a circular order, less linear than in other rhythm games, a little bit like in the
persona dancing games. However, in this game every note you fail keeps coming at the center of the radar, like an enemy that
dodges your attacks (in fact, every note is really an \u201cenemy\u201d on the radar), and the game ends when one note\/enemy
reaches the core, in other words, your own ship.
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I have cad diagrams and wanted to experience those plans in VR by recreating them with TrueScale in VR. For this purpose this
app is unusable, frustrating and a complete waste of time. Potentially I could, maybe, have used this if I didn't care about
dimensions, scale, and just wanted to play around before any actual design is agreed upon, but if you want to experience an
existing 2d design in VR then this is not it.

This is just a difficult to use uncooperative mess which is better to be avoided.. This game is basicly like SPAZ but, the first
iteration of it. This may be worth buying if you like flying a spaceship around, mining, and protecting the mothership. Though it
is old and it should be a definet factor as to wanting to buy it or not.
It control well enough for its age, though the keyboard controls are odd.
I personaly recomend the game but, it is not for everyone.. Well I bought this expansion and also played with
the new faction "the forgotten".

They have some alternative game mechanics. And this is one
of the selling points of Endless Legend. Each faction does have
a different feel and strategy. But...

But these new stealth elements don't really contribute much to
the game experience. And here's why

1. Infiltration
You'll need an Army in the enemy teritory to infiltrate a city.
For this action influence is necessary (40 +)
And then you'll need to assign a hero to this city to act as
a spy.
The first options for infiltration only affect the city.
To access better options which affect the whole empire,
your hero has to stay in this city for 5, 10, 15 turns.

So in my opinion that's just too long, and too many
ressources have to be spent on this. Army, Influence,
and most importantly a hero!!

Instead I can just spend the ressources to build
a powerful army with a hero and just
siege the city, and then take it. Why bothering with all
this stealth stuff?

2. Stealing ressources
I need a army in the enemy teritory. Then they
have to occupy one single ressource or luxury resource.
And for each turn they steal some of the
ressources. But only from that one source.

Its easier and cheaper to buy the ressources on the
market in my opinion. Why bothering to spending several
units on this task?
And if I want to attack the economy of the enemy, I
can just siege his city.

3. Buying Technology
The forgotten do not have any science generation.
So they have to buy the technology with dust.
Or steal it through infiltration, which can fail.

Dust is too valuable to spend it on technology alone.
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You'll think that you could progress faster, but it takes
time to gather the necessary amount of dust.
So your progress is actually slower compared to other
factions.

So none of these mechanics are good enough to match
the traits of other factions. And thus this expansion
does not affect gameplay at all.

Just save the money for something else.
. An honest review:
Today I get an 80% off discount in my inbox for CameraBag photo since I bought camerabag 2. I Bought for $10.00!
Super awesome....So I compared the two softwares by opening both at the same time.
First, Both opened and ran perfectly...no problems. No errors. perfection. Havent tried to open one photo in camera bag then
export it to the other. Going to try this, will update if this works or not.

First Camerabag photo has some of the basic features that came with camerabag 2. Once you get over that then you should be
fine. HOWEVER, This is why I love both... Camerabag photo has a better UI interface. everything is ORGANIZED BY
CLICKABLE FOLDERS! E.G Advance light, Film tone, etc and you can hide them when your not using it

Second: They have expanded more Options for creativity. They have emulated film stocks and film techinques that are almost
perfection. If your a film photographer that scans their work in and use programs like these to edit work This is great because
....you can achieve the same affects in a darkroom.... without going thru the trouble of a darkroom....

Third The price is great for 39.99. I paid 10.00 but they give you so much. i feel like they should charge more. There are more
options than the original.

. Do not even launch it if you are chicken. Only for people with nerves of steel! This game was like 6 hour marathon of terror. I
played games like Dead Space normally. I don't know what this games has, but it's like whole new level of horror. I will not
forget this game for a long time. That is a horror I am certain I will not forget for a long time.. If you were looking for a true
remastered game, this isn't it. The ending is different, there is an extra character, and a lot of the gameplay more closely
resembles the newer games of the series as opposed to the classic ones. It's okay, I still prefer the original SCK but it's nice to
not have to change disks. I would recommend a play, but only if you've played the original one first.. Nice little snake-like game
with some rpg elements like upgrading your characters with armour or attack range.. Worst game ever dont buy it :(
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